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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The Polls will be open from 1:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. The
Business of the Town Meeting will open at 7:30 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of
Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Stoddard on Tuesday, the Fourth day of March, next at one of the
clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following aubjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
3. Do you approve of having two sessions for the annual
town meeting in this town, the first session for choice of town
officers elected by an official ballot and other action required to be
inserted on said official ballot and the second session, on a date
set by the selectmen, for transaction of other business?
4. An Article to establish a Historic District Ordinance in
compliance with RSA 31:89.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Historic
District Ordinance as proposed by the planning board, by petition.
5. An article to establish a Stoddard Historic District in
compliance with RSA 31:89.
To see if the Town will vote to establish an Historic
District and Historic District Commission in accordance with RSA
31:89. Said historic district to be known as the Stoddard Historic
District - Queen Street and to include all land within 400 feet of
the center line of the following roads:
(1) Queen Street, beginning at the intersection with
Center Pond Road and ending at the
intersection with Route #123.
(2) Route #1Z3, beginning 0. 2 mile north of the
Mountain Road intersection and
ending 0. 5 mile west of the inter-
section with Queen Street at Abbott
Pond.
Said Historic District Commission to be appointed by a committee
consisting of the Board of Selectmen and the President and Vice-
President of the Stoddard Historical Society, by petition.
6. An article to establish a Stoddard Historic District in
compliance with RSA 31:89
To see if the Town will vote to establish an Historic
District and Historic District Commission in accordance with RSA
31:89. Said historic district to be known as the Stoddard Historic
District - Mill Village and to include all land within 400 feet of the
center line of the following roads:
(1) Route #123, beginning 0.2 mile south of the Shedd
Hill Road intersection and ending 0. 1
mile north of the Shedd Hill Road
intersection.
(2) Shedd Hill Road, beginning at the Route #123
intersection and ending 0. 1 mile
north of the Old Antrim Road
intersection.
(3) Old Antrim Road, beginning at the Shedd Hill
Road intersection and ending 0. 1
mile east of said intersection.
Said Historic District Commission to be appointed by a committee
consisting of the Board of Selectmen and the President and Vice-
President of the Stoddard Historical Society, by petition.
7. An article to establish a Stoddard Historic District in
compliance with RSA 31:89
To see if the Town will vote to establish an Historic
District and Historic District Commission in accordance with RSA
31:89. Said historic district to be known as the Stoddard Historic
District - Stoddard Center and to include all land within 400 feet
of the center line of the following roads:
(1) Route #123, beginning 0.6 mile south of the
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Mountain Road intersection and
ending 0. Z mile north of the Moun-
tain Road intersection,
(2) King Street, beginning at the Route #123 inter-
section and ending 0. 3 mile north
of said intersection,
(3) Mountain Road, beginning at the Route #123
intersection and ending 0. 2 mile
south of said intersection,
(4) Center Pond Road, beginning at the Route #123
intersection and ending 1. 1 mile
south of said intersection.
Said Historic District Commission to be appointed by a committee
consisting of the Board of Selectmen and the President and Vice-
President of the Stoddard Historical Society.
8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the Highways and Bridges for the ensuing year.
9. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for Snow Removal for the ensuing year.
10. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the general expenses of the Highway Department
for the ensuing year.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Hundred Forty Dollars and Ninety Cents $$340. 90)
for T.R.A. so called.
12. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the maintenance of public landings.
13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the maintenance of the Fire Department for
the ensuing year.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sumi of Two Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars to put into a capital
reserve fund for a new fire truck.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal
from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions
of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, the amount of Seven
Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Three dollars and Eighteen
Cents ($7,373. 18) to be transferred to the Capital Reserve Fund
for the new fire truck or to purchase new town equipment.
16. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the maintenance of the Police Department for
the ensuing year.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Two Hundred Thirty-Eight Dollars ($238. 00) in support
of the operating costs of the Cheshire Hospital for the year 197 5.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Five Hundred Twenty-Six Dollars ($526. 00) for the
support of the Monadnock Region Association.
19. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for street lights for the ensuing year.
20. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the maintenance of the Public Library.
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow raoney in anticipation of Taxes.
22. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the Town Dump.
23. To see if the Town will vote to join the City of Keene
to use their solid waste disposal facility, with each participating
community paying their pro-rate share and the operating costs
thereof, as permitted under R.S.A. 53-A.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500. 00) to be used by the Bi-
centennial Committee in preparation and presentation of the 1976
Celebration. Any proceeds above expenses will revert to the
Town.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred Sixty-Three Dollars (163. 00) to support the
services of the Community Health Clinic of the Monadnock Family
and Mental Health Service.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Two Hundred Seven Dollars and Sixty Cents ($207. 60) as its
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fair share of the operating costs of the North Cheshire County
Home Health Service.
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to hire one or more competent persons to complete work on a
Tax Map for the town and to raise and appropriate Eight Thousand
Dollars ($8,000.00) for this purpose.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Two Hundred Twenty-One Dollars ($221. 00) as the Town's
share for the studies and operation of the Southwestern New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Hundred Fifty Dollars ($350. 00) to build a Recycle
Paper Shed, of approximately 8' x 12' x 8', on a site to be deter-
mined in consultation with the Selectmen. Revenue from the sale
of recyclable paper will go to the Town.
30. To see if the Town will vote to build a new Fire Station
and appropriate money for the same. Said Fire Station to be a
one story, 40' by 60' building, built on land given the Town,
opposite Eaton's General Store. To authorize the selectmen to
accept one of at least four bids for the construction of this building,
to be paid for over a period of years, and to further authorize the
selectmen to borrow on notes or bonds. To determine the time
and place of payment of such notes or bonds, and to determine
the rate of interest thereon, and to take such other steps as may
be necessary to negotiate such notes or bonds as shall be in
the best interest of the Town of Stoddard.
31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell real estate which the Town acquired through Tax Collector's
Deeds at the best prices reasonably obtainable at public auction
or private sale, the manner of sale and the price to be fixed by
the Selectmen in their discretion.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Hundred Dollars ($100. 00) for the expenses of
the Planning Board.
33. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and make
subject to gates and bars the highway described as follows: The
Old Sullivan Road from Stoddard- Sullivan Town Line to the former
Perley Swett House as provided in RSA 238. 2. The gates and bars
shall be maintained by the town.
Given under our hands and seal, this 10th day of February,











BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing













Fiscal Year Fiscal Year (1975-76;
From State:
Interest & Dividends Tax $ 2,200.00
Savings Bank Tax 500.00
Meals & Rooms Tax 1,300.00
Highway Subsidy(Cl. IV & V) 4,400. 00
Reim. A/C Business Profits




& Filing Fees 25. 00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 5, 900. 00
Interest on Taxes & Deposits 300. 00
Resident Taxes Retained 1,700.00
























Revenue Sharing 5, 184. 00
Total Revenues from all Sources
Except Property Taxes $23, 384. 00
Amount To Be Raised By Property Taxes
Total Revenues
5, 184. 00 7, 373. li







Appropriations Expenditures Fiscal Year
Previous Previous 1975
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year (1975-76)
General Government:
Tov^^n Officers' Salaries* $ 3,600.00 $ 3,941.93 $ 4,441.93
Town Officers' Expenses* 4,000.00 4,182.00 4,682.00
Election & Registration
Expenses* 500.00 553.65 300.00
Town Hall & Other Town
Buildings* 1,000.00 766.00 1,000.00
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police Department 1,500.00 1,659.73 1,300.00
Fire Department 3,500.00 5,239.87 4,000.00
Insurance* 2,200.00 2,479.55 2,500.00
Damages k Legal
Expense* 150.00 330.00 350.00
Health Department, Etc. :
Health Dept. , incl. Hospitals
& Ambulance, etc.
Public Landings 300.00 168.54 200.00
Public Service Enterprises:
Advertising & Regional
Associations 492.00 670.16 747.00
Debt Service:
Interest- -Long Term
Notes & Bonds 510.00 423.86 350.00
Interest on Temporary-
Loans* 400.00 635.42 650.00
Capital Outlay:
Town History Committee 3, 000. 00
Bi- Centennial Committee 200.00 200.00 500.00
Recycle Committee 100.00 350.00
Payment to Capital Reserve Funds:
Fire Truck 7,184.00 7,184.00 9,373.18
County Tax 19,000.00 19,920.23 21,000.00
School Tax 75,057.00 73,517.00 81,664.00
Total Appropriations $146,259.32 $147,802.29 $162,811.01
-I'ltems are included in Town charges and total $15,960.93
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1974 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Town Charges:
(Includes the following)
Town Officer's salaries $3,600.00
Town Officer's expenses 4,000,00
Election and Registration expenses 500, 00
Expenses Town Hall and other buildings 1,000,00
Insurance 2,200,00
Damage and Legal Expenses 150,00
Vital Statistics 5, 00
Old Age Assistance 1,200,00
Memorial Day and Veteran's Assoc, 100,00
Interest on teraporary loans 400. 00
$. 13, 155.00
Highways and Bridges 5,500,00
Snow Removal 4,000.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 3,000.00
T.R.A. 342.32
Special road program 10,000,00
Monadnock Region Association 492,00
Cheshire Hospital 238,00
North Cheshire County Home Health Service 130,00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service 121,00
Fire Department 3, 500, 00
Public Landings 300,00
Library 850,00
Town Dump 3, 000. 00
Police Department 1,500.00
Bi- Centennial Fund 200.00
Town History 3, 000, 00
Reserve Fund for new Fire Truck 2, 000, 00
Interest on Long Term Notes and Bonds 510,00
Town Hall Water and new Bathrooms 1,200.00
Tax Map 2, 000. 00
Painting Town Buildings 3,585.00
Recycle Committee 100, 00
Street Lights 850, 00
Planning Commission 178, 17
Sub-total $ 59,751.49
County Tax 19,920, 23
School Tax 73, 517.00
Total Town, County and School Appropriations $153,188,72
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Less Estimated Revenues and Credits;
Federal Reserve Sharing Funds









Rooms and Meals Tax
T.R.A. Subsidy (CI, IV & V)
Reimbursement State and Federal
Forest Lands
Reimbursement Business and Profits Tax
Amount to be raised
Less Reimbursement Business Profits Tax
Sub- Total
Overlay-
War Service Tax Credits
Sub- Total
Less War Service Tax Credits






Stoddard's Bi-Centenial celebration has come and gone with a
colorful! and effective period of nostalgia and patriotism. The spirit
of the old and revered Stoddard Patriots was found to be currently-
alive and certain. Past members of the Board of Selectmen have
indicated, through their actions and efforts, that the areas of
governmental participation and accountability were faithfully carried
out. With the foregoing in mind, your present Selectmen desire to
continue such fervid participation. We feel that a blending of common
sense and idealism may go hand in hand and that the people of
Stoddard will, as they have in the past, become increasingly aware
of the desirability of meeting a challenge before it becomes a crisis.
With the foregoing in mind your Selectmen will present the following
comments for your essential consideration.
According to the State Law the Town of Stoddard is required
to eliminate its "Town Dump" by July 1, 1975. With this in mind the
Selectmen have contacted the City of Keene and have made the
necessary arrangements to use their land fill. The cost involved is
within range of the towns ability to pay. We recommend that you
favorably consider the corresponding article within the Warrant.
Another State requirement is that each and every town have its
own Tax Map completed by 1980. Last years budget contained an
appropriation of $2000 as a starting basis. William Dussault and
David Crockett have undertaken the effort and have demonstrated
very satisfactory progress. Many towns have encountered a cost in
excess of $20,000. Ours will be considerably less.
Your Selectmen will greatly appreciate your effort in filing
your inventory of the property for which you are liable to be taxed
for in 1975. The State Board of Taxation insists that your assessors
strictly enforce the law and demand that no person, firm or corpora-
tion be excused from complying with the provisions of Chapter 57 of
the Public Statutes. The form should be completed with complete
descriptions of property. Comments such as "same as last year"
are not very helpful.
An article within the warrent relating to the purchase of a
Sand Spreader for the town is worthy of your favorable considera-
tion. In addition to being more efficient than our present devise the
new spreader will reduce the manpower requirements by 50%, it
will be much safer and will permit a more consistant distribution of
sand and therefore less usage.
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Another article within the warrant pertains to the splitting of
the Town Meeting into two parts. The first meeting would be related
to elections only and the second meeting for appropriate action on
the Town Warrant. The basic reason for this change is merely to
shorten the nights activities.
During the past fiscal year the Stoddard Selectmen, accom-
panied by Selectmen from Windsor perambulated the Stoddard-
Windsor town line thus establishing again the markers that
designated these town lines. This perambulation or "running the
line" is required by law.
Nowhere is excellence more necessary today than among those
who are charged with the management of public affairs and public
recognition of this is a prime requirement. With the foregoing in
ming and considering that the Office of Selectmen is a part time
effort (twice a month) we have devoted the following time in our
efforts to improve the community as a complete unit.
Town Hall Meetings 7 3 times (days)
Assessed property 8 "
Visits with other towns 6 "
Conferences with N. H. M. A. 5 "
Dog census Z "
Total 94 Days
We earnestly request any constructive criticism from our
fellow townspeople and others which may enable us to deal more










In hands of treasurer $75, 311. 70
Total $75,311.70
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
Levy of 1973 107. 86
Levy of 1972 l6l. 18
Previous Years 29. 18
Total 298.22
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1974, Including Resident Taxes 9,936.76
Levy of 1973 10,592. 34
Total 18,529. 10
Total Assets $96,139.02
Current Surplus, December 31, 1973 4,766.05
Current Surplus, December 31, 1974 18, 369.45
Increase of Surplus--Change in Financial Condition $11,503.40
SHEET
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Un-expended Balances of Special
Appropriations $ 6,679.39
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 7, 37 3. 18
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't) 200.00
School District Taxes Payable 63, 517. 00
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $77,769. 57
Total Liabilities $77,769.57
Current Surplus 18,369.45




From Local Taxes: (Collected and remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes--Current Year-- 1974 $129,674. 17
Resident Taxes--Current Year-- 1974 1, 890. 00
Yield Taxes--Current Year-- 1974 2,532. 50
Total Current Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted $134,096.67
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes--Previous Years
Resident Taxes--Previous Years
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties: Resident & State Head Taxes
Tax sales redeemed
From State:
For Town Road Aid
Highway Subsidy




Meals and Rooms Tax
Reimbursements a-c Business Profits Tax
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses and penalties
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Rent of town property
Motor vehicle permits ( 1973-$84. 76)( 1974-$6, 165. 58)
(1975-$471.50)
Total Current Revenue Receipts $165, 333. 84
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes $25, 000. 00
Insurance adjustments 199.14
Refunds 689.96
Yield Tax Security Deposits 548.00
Revenue Sharing 4,925.86
Interest of Investments of Revenue
Sharing Funds 258.60
Tax Sale Cost 129. 72
Insurance Payment 327. 00
Return of Loan (Bi-Cenn. Comm. ) 4, 100. 00
Return of Loan (Historical Comm. ) 3, 000. 00
20
10,
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue $ 39, 178. 28
Total Receipts from All Sources $204, 512. 12





Town officers' salaries $ 3,941.93 (
Town officers' expenses 4,182.00
Election and registration expenses 553.65
Expenses town hall and other town bldgs. 766, 00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 1,659.73
Fire department, including forest fires 5,239.87
Insurance 3,846.60
Health:
Health department, including hospitals
&! ambulance 351.00
Vital statistics 6. 00
Town dumps and garbage removal 3,566.40
Highways and Bridges:
Town Maintenance (Summer- $11, 578. 31)
(Winter-$3,740.91) 15,319.22
Street lighting 680.43




Old age assistance . 1,518.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day, Veteran's Associations





Damages and legal expenses 330.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 607, 16
Taxes bought by town 201, 13
Discounts, Abatements and refunds 2,114,14
Payments (Trust Funds) 5, 184,46
All Other Current Maintenance Expenses 953. 07
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $ 55,281.31
Debt Service:
Interest on Debt:
Paid on tax anticipation notes 635.42
Paid on long term notes 423. 86
Total Interest Payments 1, 059. 28
Principal of Debt:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 25,000.00
Payments on long term notes 2, 600. 00
Total Principal Payments 27,600.00
Capital Outlay:
Highways and Bridges-- Town Construction 5,320.61
Water works construction 2,631.55
Buildings 3,620.20
Tax Maps 2,000.00
Total Outlay Payments 13, 571. 16
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Payments to State a-c 2% Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes 738,64
Taxes paid to County 19, 920, 23
Paymients to School Districts (1973 Tax-
$47,265)(1974 Tax-$10,000) 57,265,00
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions 77, 923. 87
Total Payments for all Purposes $175,435.62
Cash on hand December 31, 1974--(June 30, 1975) 75, 311. 70
Grand Total $250,747.32
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long Term Notes Outstanding;
Keene National Bank (5 year note) $7,800. 00
Total Long Term Notes Outstanding $7, 800. 00
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies
Schools, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Lots 76, 77, 93 P2S HLS
Lots 279, 280 P6S HLS (Rev)
Lots 502, 503 P7S HLS

















Total $240, 390. 00
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TOWN OF STODDARD
REPORT OF ROAD AGENT
January 1, 1974 to March 6, 1974
Harley Maguire, payroll $ 948.70
Blaisdell's Store, gasoline 9.27
Eaton's General Store, gasoline 73.95
Andorra Forest, bulldozing 70. 00
Total $ 1, 101.92
March 6, 1974 to December 31, 1974
DONALD J. CURRY, Agent
Winter
Donald J. Curry, wages $ 592, 00
Kenneth Clark, wages 415,00
Dennis Clark, wages 213, 00
Total wages 1,220.00
Other Disbursements:
Donald J, Curry, jeep hire $ 204. 00
Richard Woodbury, screened sand 73. 60
Emile's, jeep hire 30.00
Whitehall Chemical Corp. , liquid salt 569. 14
Town of Sullivan, plowing snow on
Old Sullivan Road 240. 00
Eaton's General Store, gasoline 302. 25
Total 1,418.99
Total Expenditures $ 3,740.91
Summer














Donald J. Curry, compressor $ 30,00
Stanley Sanders Jr., truck hire 520,00
Lussier Const. Co., summer road work 105.00
F. W. Whitcomb Const. Co., cold patch 1,302.03
Milford Asphalt Co. , cold patch 3,600.90
N,E, Explosives, dynamite 33,50
Simeon Auclair, mowing roadside 260,00
Merrimack Farmer' s, chloride 328.00
Arthur Whitcomb Inc. , catch basin &
culvert 129,20









1974 Uncollected Property Taxes
Resident
Atkinson, Landis W.
Bourn, Frances R. & Reginald L.
Carlisle, Dale A. & Carol J.
Doe, Richard
Holland, Donald R. & Priscilla
Holmes, Alma Heirs
Miner, Daryl
Murdough, Art G. & Donna L.
Richer, Everett Et als.
Non-Resident
Adams, Jay H. & Dexter Larason
Anderson, Eric E. & Polly N.
Ballou, Donald W. & Gary
Real, Gilbert W. & Evelyn M.
Beckwith, Ray E.
Bilodeau, Donald F. & Butterfield, Robert M,
Blomberg, Raoul Bruce
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae
Cadwell, Grace H.
Cahalane, Rita
Callahan, Richard P. & Carlisle, Dale
Cangialosi, Settino & Mary P.
Carlone, Richard J.
Clark, James V. & Dorothy-i'
Coyne, Elizabeth
Dardis, Mildred C.
Davis, Ella M. Blood
Davis & Symonds Lumber Co.
Dawson, Marjorie A. -''
Dean, Raymond & Dorothy
DeChellis, Edward & Judith
Delude, Ernest & Delia
Demirgian, Varoujian*
Doe, Claude
Driscoll, Timothy F. & Irene L,.-''
Farrell, George & Ena
Feldon, Kenneth W. & Joyce W.
28
; 193.
Fitzpatrick, Joseph J, 6. 12
Forster, Walter 27. 20
Forster, W. L. , Frances & W.T. 27.20
Fowler, Robert 89.76
Garnett, Otis & R. L. 27.20
Gibbs, Kenneth N. & Mona M. - 99.28
Gilbert, Dorothy E.- 8.16
Girouard, Lawrence A. Jr., & Claire A. 81.60
Goodale, Robert A. & Sally A. 137.90
Holmes, Constance M. -'= 1.80
Hale, Robert P. & Lorraine D. 119.68
Harriman, Smoth B. 126.48
Hoagland, John L. & Gail E.- 27.20
Hope, Ethel M. - 32.64
Howes, Philip 81.60
Hoyt, Edmund & Ruth 24.48
Hutton, Richard & Jean & Krasinski, Bernard & Irma 138.72
Jackson, Orvilla & Patricia R. 27. 20
Jernberg, Ralph I. & Joyce C* 243.44
Johnson, Donald R. & Joan F. 24.48
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs 10.20
Jones, G.T. & B.T. 89.76
King, William A. & Rosemary L. 27.20
Knapp, Ted 8. 16
Knode, Oliver 3rd. 51.82
Kopreski, Michael & Marion -l' 179. 52
Ledgwood Properties Inc. 34.68
Lehrman, Henry J. & MaryR.* 78.34
MacAllister, Philip & Patricia- 27.20
Martorano, Kathleen G. 27. 20
Merriwoode Village Inc. 1,884.93
Miller, William J. & Joyce G. 54.40
Moore, James C. 24.48
Morton, Robert W. & Marian 130.56
Morton, Melvin 27. 20
Murdough, E.F. &R.A. 40.80
Neill, Howard O. 27.20
Norcross, Frank A. Sr. 8. 16
Normand, Maurice J. 32. 64
O'Neil, Anthony J. & Mary V. 24.48
O'Reilly, Patricia 27. 20
Ormond, Jeremiah & Bridget 99. 28
Perham, Andrew J. 57. 12
Perron, Robert F. & Suzanne F. 97.92
Phyllips, Clayton B. & Cynthia D. Et als. 146.88
Prentiss, Clark R. 24.48
Prunier, Paul & Stearns, Mazel* 195.43
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Renzi, Julio R. & Jeanne C.
Ritchie, Kenneth & Barbara^:'
Ronan, John & Arlene
Roy, Alice A. LaClair
Roy, Roger G. '''
Shurtleff, David F.
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Smith, Wilfred A.
Spooner, George & Geraldine
Todd, Richard J.
Tuepher, Mitchell & Barbara
Turner, Carol & Charles
Vigneau, John L.
Wainwright, S. Edward
Ward, Charles E. Jr. & N. Theresa
Warne, William E. & Barbara
Weiswasser, Robert & Lois
Weston, William Jr.
White, Quentin & Ritta-
Whitney, Donald A.
Whitney, H.E. Jr. & M. A.
Williams, David T. & Sandra L.
Winer, Robert S.
Worth, John & Joan
Young, Grover, &: Joyce
Total $8,215.49
=i'Paid since January 1, 197 5
27.
Chamberlain, Charles I. $10.00
Champney, Ethel 10.00
Champney, John 10.00
Costanzo, Joanne K. 10.00





Doe, Richard 10. 00
Duquette, Theodore O. 10.00
Fowler, Gwem 10.00




Holland, Donald H.* 10.00
Holland, Pris cilia =;^ 10.00
Lowell, Lawrence 10.00
McSewwney, Karen $10.00
Miner, Daryl 10. 00








Rowehl, Joseph R. 10.00
Shaw, William 10. 00
Tryee, Thomas 10.00
Vitale, Mark 10. OO'
Warfield, Dean 10.00
Weaver, David- 10.00




=!=Paid since January 1, 197 5
This is to certify that the list showing the name and amount
due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December 31, 1974, on






SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF
December 31, 1974
Unredeeraed Taxes from Tax Sales
On account of Levy of 1973
Miner, Daryl $ 44. 83
Cossette, Rachel 15.25
Knapp, Ted 15. 25
Martorano, Kathleen G. 32. 53
$107.86
Unredeeraed Taxes from Tax Sales








TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Colonial Acceptance Corp. $177. 58
Rachel Cossette 8. 16
Nichols lien on Rachel Cossette Property 1 5. 39
$201.13
Tax Sales Redeeraed
from Taxes bought by Town
Whitney, Donald A. $320.27
Perham, Andrew 50.94
Fowler, Robert 86. 93
$458. 14
Interest and Costs after sale $ 18. 37
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SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1974
DR.








Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes
TOTAL DEBITS
$140, 113. 79
TOTAL CREDITS $145, 504. 75
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1973
DR.






Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes








TOTAL DEBITS $ 10,935.84
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1974:
Property Taxes $10,093.60
Resident Taxes 240.00
Interest Collected During Year 262. 86
Penalties on Resident Taxes 24. 00










REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
(Detailed Statement of Receipts)
From Local Sources:
Helen B. McClure, Collector:
1973 Property Tax $ 10,093.60
1973 Residency Tax 240. 00
Interest on 1973 taxes 262. 86













1972 Tax Sales Redeemed
Interest and Costs after Sale







1974 Dog License Penalty















Interest and Dividends Tax
Meals & Room Tax
Warden's Training Meeting
Hedgehog Bounty











Selectmen: Pistol Permits 34. 00
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Selectmen: Dynamite Perraits 8. 00






Burns & Masiello Insurance, Inc. -
Unused Premium 58. 00
Security on Yield Tax, Onnela Lumber Co. 150.00
Security on Yield Tax, Wilcox Lumber
Co. , Inc. 298.00
Security on Yield Tax, Cerosimo
Lumber Co. , Inc. 100.00
Keene National Bank, Temporary Loan 25,000.00
Stoddard Bicentennial Committee-
Loan returned 4, 100. 00
Stoddard History Committee- Loan
returned 3,000.00
Emile Vaillancourt, Fire Warden-
Use of Fire Truck 6. 00
Grange Mutual Insurance Co. -Insurance
for Damage to Town Hall 327. 00
33,912. 10
Total Cash Received $199,327.66
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1974 46,235.20
Grand Total $245,562.86
Payments $170,241.16
Cash on Hand Dec. 31, 1974 75,321.70
Grand Total $245,562.86
Special Yield Tax Account
Deposited in The Keene National Bank
Arthur D. Duffy $ 200.00
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund
Deposited in The Keene Savings Bank
Federal Government (1972) $ 2,045.00
Federal Government (1973) 6,803.00
Federal Government (1974) 7, 058.00
15, 906. 00
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Keene Savings Bank-Interest $ 489.68
$ 16,395.68
Withdrawn as per vote of 1973
Town Meeting





Total in Bank Dec. 31, 1974 7,311. 22
Capital Reserve Fund
Established in 1972
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund
Deposited in 1972 $2,000.00
Deposited in 1973 2,000.00
Deposited in 1974 5, 184.46








Less Current Land Use 195, 160.00 $5,069,755.00
Buildings 5,103,380.00





Total Valuation on which Tax Rate is based $10, 430, 615. 00
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
20.
171.
Davis Oil Co. , Inc., fuel $ 417.37
Police Department:
HEW Z-way communication, radio repairs 468. 50
Eaton's General Store, supplies & gas 100. 15
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. , flares 20. 88
Linsky Uniforms, supplies & name plates 28. 50
Bay State Uniform Co. Inc. , shoulder patches,
uniforms & supplies 186.50
Macks Men Shop, uniforms 237. 22
Earl Rockwell, policeman's wages &
expenses 217.00
Charles Eaton, constable wages 271.98
Michael Eaton, policeman's wages 91. 50
Kenneth Balch, special police wages 37. 50
Fire Department:
N.H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co. ,
supplies & fire extinguishers $1,563.47
HEW 2-way communication, repairs
& parts 540. 45
Blaisdell's Store, gasoline 98.94
Public Service Co. , lights 227. 56
Davis Oil Co. , oil for heat 660.44
Wayne Fuller, care of Fire Station
& supplies 375. 00
Charles Eaton, Trustee, typewriter 27.00
S. & J. Auto Parts, parts 34.89
Emiile Vaillancourt, attending Fire
Wardens & Training Meetings 61.92
Radio Shack, repairs 41. 50
Eaton's General Store, gasoline &
supplies 398.85
Monadnock Lumber Co. , supplies 34. 20
Arthur Whitcomb, blocks & supplies 30. 87
Stoddard Paint Co. , paint 48. 50
Marlow Supply Inc. , supplies 115. 35
R.N. Johnson Inc. , parts 12.54
Whitehall Chemical Corp. , supplies 212. 80
E. Vaillancourt, road fire 55. 12
S.W.N.H. Fire Mutual Aid System,
listings & dues 29. 00
Dyno-Med. Inc. , equipment 24. 22
Wayne Fuller, dump fire 405.00




M.G. Perkins Machine Co., repairs $ 84.25
Bergevins Truck Sales Inc. , repairs
& phone calls 8. 00
$ 5,239. 57
Insurance:
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co. , fire insurance
Town buildings & auto insurance on
town vehicles $1,218.15
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co., workmen's
compensation 613.00
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co. , Town
officer's bonds 226.00
National Sheriff's Association, police
insurance 210.00
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co. , special
liability for Bi- Centennial 7 5.00
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co. , multi-peril
workmen's compensation & 5
vehicles 1,366.45
N.H. Retirement System, firemen's
retirement 1 38. 00
$ 4,846.60
Health Department, Including Hospitals:
Monadnock Family & Mental Health
Service, 1974 appropriation $ 121.00
North Cheshire County Home Health
Service, 1974 appropriation 130.00
Wm. P. Clough Jr. M.D., emergency
course ambulance attendant 100.00
351. 00
Bounties:
Robert Rumrill 4. 00
Town Dump:
Thurston V. Williams, 1974 dump lease
Treasurer State of N. H. , dump license
Gordon Jefts, care of dump
Land Contractors Co. , dunap work &
buldozing dump
Victor Signs, painting signs
Adams Construction Co. , fill for dump











Summer, see Road Agents Report $11,578.31




Public Service of New Hampshire $ 680. 43
Vital Statistics:
Mary M. Lane, recording vital statistics $ 6.00
General Expenses of Highway Department:
J.B. Vaillancourt, anti-freeze $ 16.50
Blaisdell's Store, gasoline 16.65
Marlow Supply Inc. , supplies 9. 18
Sanel Auto Parts Inc. , parts 526. 77
Bergevin's Truck Sales Inc., repairs 502.83
Carbone's Window & Awning Co. , signs 30.00
R.C. Hazelton Co. Inc., parts, supplies
& blades 228.95
Jordan Milton Machine Co. , parts 25. 27
Donald Curry, gas, repairs, general
maintenance 377. 36
Marlow Garage, repairs & inspection 58. 00
Berton F. Strickland, grader repairs 25.00
Gleason Inc. , repairs, supplies, inspection 83.60
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc. , diesel fuel & tires 571. 68
Elm City Oil Co. , diesel fuel 170. 78
A.W. Peters Inc. , diesel fuel 23.40
Treasurer State of N. H. , signs 55.75
B.B. Chain Co. , chain 50.00
Hancock Highway Department, equipment
hire 150.00
McGee's Tire Co. , 2 re-cap tires 95. 50
Public Service Co. ofN.H. , lights 37.74
Libraries:
Public Service Co. of N.H. , lights
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc. , gas for heat
Alan Rumrill, lawn work
Barbara Rockwell, librarian & janitor
wages
Mary M. Lane, library work
state of New Hampshire $ 1,518.00
Public Landings:
Public Service Co. ofN.H., lights $ 168.54
Legal Expense:
Bradley & Talbot, legal advice $ 330.00
Memorial Day:
Chase's Office Products Inc. , flags &: flag rope $ 59. 57
Bi- Centennial Fund:
1974 appropriation for Bi- Centennial $ 200. 00
Advertising and Regional Associations:
Monadnock Region Association,
1974 appropriation $ 492.00
S.W. Region Planning Committee, dues 178. 16
Interest:
Keene National Bank, interest on
temporary loan $ 635.42
Keene National Bank, interest on




Keene National Bank $2 5, 000. 00
Refunds and Abatements: $ 2, 114. 14
Long Term Notes:
Keene National Bank, payment on T.R.A. note $ 2,600.00
Taxes Bought by Town: $ 201. 13
Jeopardy Assessment: $ 548.00
Town Hall 'Break-In' Clean Up:
Emile Vaillancourt, repairs to Town $ 61.07
Hall & clean up
Earle Wesson, restoring Town Hall
after break in 50. 00
Robert Rumrill, restoring Town Hall
after break in 50. 00
Lena Vaillancourt, cleaning Town Hall
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after break in $ 20.00
Frances Rumrill, cleaning Town Hall
after break in 20. 00
Tax Map:
David Crockett, preparing Tax Map $1,380.00




Juniper Hill, Old Antrim and Bailey Roads
Donald J. Curry, wages $ 452.00
Kenneth Clark, wages 138.00
Dennis Clark, wages . 120. 00
Total Wages
Other Disbursements:
Donald J. Curry, loader hire $1,000.00
Donald J. Curry, gravel 150.00
Stanley Sanders Jr., truck hire 630.00
John H. Burroughs Inc. , crushing gravel 1,242.50
Donald J. Curry, bulldozing 160.00
N.E. Explosives Corp. , explosives 69.00
N.E. Culvert Corp. , culverts 1,002.06







Stoddard Paint Co. , painting Town Buildings $3,620. 00
Town Hall Water Project:
Donald Menter, resurfacing driveway $ 381.00
Clarence E. Mitchell, installing running
water & bath rooms in Town Hall 2, 012. 49
Keene Construction Co. Inc. , Town
Hall work 237. 06
$ 2,630. 55
Payments to County:




State Treasurer, Bond & Debt Retirement Tax $ 738.64
Payments to School Districts:
Stoddard School District, 1973
appropriation $47,265.00
Stoddard School District, 1974




We hereby certify that we have examined the books of the
Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer and the Road
Agent of the Town of Stoddard, N.H. for the year ending December
31, 1974 and find them correctly cast and vouchers for all payments





REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
TRUST FUND--TOWN OF STODDARD, N. H.
BALANCE SHEET--CEMETERY FUND
DECEMBER 31, 1974 and 1973
ASSETS
1974 1973
Cash in savings account $ 5,439.15 $ 5,750.60
Cash in checking account 271. 07 332. 17
Investments- Boston Fund 1,182.755
shares in 1974 and 1, 129.716 in 1973 10, 862. 31 10, 523. 39
$16,572.53 $16,606.16
FUND BALANCE
Fund principal- Common Fund $11,015.43 $10,676.51
Fund principal- Other Funds 1, 902. 01 1,902.01
.12,917.44 $12,578.52
Unexpended income- Common Fund $ 3,087.35 $ 3,392.01
Unexpended income-Other Funds 567. 74 635. 63





REPORT OF STODDARD TOWN PLANNING BOARD
Treasurer's Report



















The Planning Board of the Town of Stoddard handled a mount-
ing work load this past year as subdivision applications, violations
and many revisions on subdivision maps of the Hidden Lake develop-
ment kept us quite busy. Work and executive sessions were held
frequently in addition to our regular monthly meetings in order to
better understand and evaluate some of the tasks confronting us.
The South Western Regional Planning Commission has been an
invaluable asset to your Board and Roy Jeffrey, representing that
Commission has always been available when called upon and at many
of our meetings, his counsel and knowledge have helped immensely.
The Board ended the year by airing a proposal for the creation





REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Library hours for 1974 were held on Thursday 7-9 p. rn. and
during school sessions Tuesday 9-11:30 a.m.
This year merked the 200th year for Stoddard with its
bicentennial celebration on July 12, 13 and 14th, During this time
the Davis Library was open 10-5 p.m., welcoming all visitors. A
short history of the library, along with pictures and books were on
display. Mrs, Barbara Rockwell, librarian, Mrs. Dot Patnode
and Mrs. Terry Lehman were hostesses and greeted all visitors,
showing them the library and answering any questions. Over 200
people signed the guest book.
Nineteen Seventy-four has been a most re^warding year Avith all
the new faces and so many people offering their generous gifts of
books. My expression of deep thanks to all of you,
BARBARA ROCKWELL
Librarian
This year, after the children select their books, they read for
fifteen minutes. Sometimes they read to each other, Lucy Hill
and I either read to the younger children or listen to the girls and
boys who want to read to us.
One of our most interesting programs was for the bicentennial.
The children consulted the Town History and books on Glass,
discussed what they had learned and drew pictures which were
mounted on the walls during the bicentennial.
Barbara Rockwell and I met with Miss Amanda Trask to study





Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1973: $153.08
Receipts:
Interest on Nelson fund $56. 18

















NORTH CHESHIRE COUNTY HOME HEALTH SERVICE
P.O. Box 36, Gilsum, N.H. 03448
Telephone 357-0969
ANNUAL REPORT TO TOWNS
GILSUM MARLOW NELSON STODDARD SULLIVAN SURRY
The Agency has provided the services of a registered nurse on
a visiting part-time basis for twenty hours per week. A registered
physical therapist and a male licensed practical nurse are available
by appointment on a contract arrangement. Nursing services
offered include skilled care of the sick at home, health guidance and
assistance in referral to other community resources.
The Child Health Conference which provides free medical
supervision and immunizations to low-income families has been
maintained. The clinics are held in the Gilsum Church on a monthly
basis. This program has provided 23 children in 14 families with
58 doses of vaccines in 48 clinic visits.
This project is funded in part under agreement with the State
of New Hampshire Division of Public Health, Bureau of Maternal
and Child Health.
In addition a family health discussion group has been held in
conjunction with the C.H.C. All parents are invited to this informal
discussion with the doctor about pertinent health topics.
The Agency is certified to participate in the Medicare Pro-
gram and receive payment for these patients eligible for Medicare.
The fee per visit for nursing care is adjusted according to the
patient's ability to pay. All health guidance and disease prevention
visits are rendered free according to Agency policies.
It is the joint efforts of the people in our towns who have
made these services available. Many have given their time to
serve on the Board, on committees and in the membership drive.
We are glad that all the towns have felt this service important
enough to make appropriations for its support.
Statistical Summary of Visits during 1974
GILSUM MARLOW NELSON STODDARD SULLIVAN SURRY TOTAL
154 83 11 26 92 7 373
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In preparation for our bicentennial commemoration in July
1974, the Stoddard Historic Society set several goals and laid plans
for our celebration. We restored the Society's hearses and reroofed
the hearse house. Rear steps were installed along with an alarm
system and new outside light. For added security, all windows were
specially closed.
Mrs. Florence Richard donated an original leather basket
filled with items handmade by residents. The tickets were sold to
benefit the Society and the winner was selected during the bicentennial.
We want to give special thanks to all the authors represented
in the current Stoddard History, but chiefly to Doc Newell for all
his work overseeing its publication. The framed copyright hangs
in the Historical Building.
At the Society's Annual Meeting in November, new officers
were elected. Emile Vaillancourt is President; Frances Rumrill,
Vice-President; Shirley Anderson, secretary; and Bob Webster,
treasurer. Director for five years is Trevor Price, and Auditors
are Ethel Horsfal and Charles Eaton. Our membership stands at
42 families and individuals.
Several glass bottles have been added to our collection with a
donation by Lawrence Copeland. A showcase was donated by Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Merchant to adequately display these and other
rare pieces.
Our town's birthday party was organized and given by the
Society's Bicentennial Comimittee as a sort of family celebration
on November 4, anniversary of the signing of the Town Charter.
Approximately 135 "guests" attended and feasted on roast pig and
cider. The invited guests brought various side-dishes, topping
off the evening with a play by the Stoddard Central School students,
followed by cake and coffee.
Committee members now feel we're really ready to do justice
to our next centennial milestone!
At year's end, the Society members endorsed a proposed
Historic District encompassing parts of Stoddard and aimed at
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maintaining our unique colonial heritage. This proposal will come






Your Stoddard Police Department consists of five men--a
Chief Constable, elected by the people at the annual Town Meeting,
two deputies and two special officers, all appointed by the Selectmen.
All officers are part time, but subject to call twenty-four hours a
day.
Historically, the two special officers have been the Chief of
Police in Washington, and the Chief of Police in Nelson. These two
individuals are sworn in as Stoddard special officers and bonded by
us. They are invaluable as they handle any police matters that
come up on the upper reaches of Stoddard on Highland Lake, and
the lower reaches of Granite Lake.
All our officers are completely equipped and outfitted. They
all have modern 2- way radio transmitters in their vehicles. Three
of the vehicles are equipped with a monitor that allows car to car
communication with State Police cars. They all carry first aid
eqmpment, including Ambu Bag Resuscitators.
The real test of your Police Department was the three-day
Bicentennial, when four State Police and four of our men handled
the three days with hardly an incident.
In 1974, we investigated 85 complaints and made two arrests.
This does not include motor vehicle patrols and warnings given,
nor the myriad complaints handled by phone, such as dog com-
plaints. Automobile accidents, breaking and entry, domestic
disturbances continue to head the list of problems.
Four of our officers belong to Cheshire County Peace
Officers Association, and I also belong to N.H. Police Chiefs
Association. We have attended many special police classes. In
this manner, we are constantly trying to upgrade our knowledge.
We welcome your constructive criticism and solicit your





REPORT OF STODDARD FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Fire Department made $800 on our Chicken Barbecue
which was used to prepare the land for the proposed Fire Station.
We had 800 yards of fill trucked in at a cost of $320, we also
installed culverts and built headers for the driveway facing route
123. The application for which has been approved by the state. We
are having a contractor from Bennington, N.H. , by the name of
Frank Mooney, who is drawing up a set of working plans for the new
Fire Station. All of the money that has been put into the land and
plans has been from donations and from our Chicken Barbecue.
We wish to thank Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Blaisdell for their
donation of a turkey for our Thanksgiving raffle. Good luck to
Robert Webster who won the turkey. We also held a Christmas
raffle of a 13 pound ham and a bottle of cheer which was donated
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grabenstein. Good luck to Mrs. Gerald
Knicely who won the ham and also to Mrs. Margaret Johnson who
won the bottle of cheer.
Many thanks to Mr. Peder Johnson who is drawing a picture
of the proposed fire station.
Richard Weaver, Rick Canfield and Daniel Eaton have attended
Emergency Medical Technician training at Cheshire Hospital, and
now work with the Marlow Ambulance.
We made 16 runs this year which are as follows: 3 building
fires, 3 dump fires, 1 brush fire, 2 rescue calls, 1 gas tanker
crash, 1 gas wash, and 1 chimney fire. Also all the repairs to the
equipment has been done by men in the departraent.
The station has also been set up to run the lights, radio and
furnace frora our portable generator. We repainted the inside of
our meeting roora for the Bicentennial.
We also clean chimneys, pump out wells and cellars for
townspeople at no charge. This is done anytime. Please call
Wayne Fuller 446-3477 or Wally Weaver 446-3350.
We wish to thank the Ladies Auxiliary and everyone for their
donations and help.
WAYNE FULLER - Chief
WALLACE WEAVER- Deputy Chief
RICK CANFIELD - Secretary
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STODDARD VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
AUXILIARY REPORT
During the 1974 season the Auxiliary members helped to
increase the Fire Department Building Fund by about five hundred
dollars. This was accomplished by a "pen project", food sales
and private donations. Also a great deal of hard work and coopera-
tion frora the residents and non-residents of the town.
The Auxiliary also helped at the Bicentennial barbeque which
was a great success.
A Scholastic Trust Fund has been established by the Auxiliary
to help any student within the town who is in need. This may be
used for books, clothing, tuition or any other matter pertaining to
educational needs.
We have about twelve active members, many inactive






REPORT OF THE RECYCLE FEASIBILITY COMMITTEE
Recycling in Soufhwe stern New Hampshire appears to be
slowly getting under way in some of the larger towns. It will pro-
bably become attractive to more towns as town dumps are legally
phased out, and people find they have to go longer distances to dump
their garbage.
Prices for recyclable items can fluctuate rather widely. The
price for paper is down at the moment of writing (January) owing
to the economy and an accumulated backlog, but should pick up
toward spring, as things get moving again.
In the suramer we conducted a paper drive, and found there
was some interest. We were fortunate to have the use of one of
the committee members' pick-up truck, but found that with this
arrangement we were limited by the weather, and other factors.
So we are recommending in the Warrant the building of a small
paper shed, (8' x 12' x 8', which would hold about 2 tons oi paper)
in Stoddard, to which people can bring their recyclable newspapers
and magazines.
We have a commitment from 6 of the older 4-H boys to
volunteer their help in building such a shed.
From conversations with recycle people in another town that
will be sending its unrecycled garbage to the Keene Landfill, while
recycling paper and glass in the town, it is worth noting that the
Keene Landfill will charge on a weight basis. They know the
capacity of this other town's garbage truck, they keep a record of
how many times it comes to the Keene Landfill, and charge
accordingly. So the more the people of the town recycle, the less
garbage has to be dumped, the less the town has to pay the Keene
Landfill. Not to mention revenues from the sale of the recyclables.
JANE P. ABERT
DAWN F. MATTHEWS
WILLIAM B. MATTHEWS, III
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VITAL STATISTICS
Of the Town of Stoddard, New Hampshire
For the year ending December 31, 1974
Date Name
Feb, 8, 1974 Sunny Blake Wood
Nov. 29, 1974 Linda May Lambert
BIRTHS
Father Mother
James Thomas Wood Margot Anne Davis LaBorde































































































THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the iahabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified
to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the third day of March 1975 at seven-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following school
district officials:
A. Moderator for the ensuing year.
B. Clerk for the ensuing year.
C. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
D. A member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
E. Auditor for the ensuing year.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and fix the compensation for any other officers or agents of
the district.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, and Committees
or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries for school district officials and agents and for the pay-
ment of statutory obligations of the district.
6. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two hundred dollars ($200. 00) as a contingency fund or
to take any other action relative thereto.
7. To see if the district will vote to authorize the School
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Board to make application for, and to accept on behalf of the district
any and all grants or other funds for educational purposes which
may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or from the State of New Hampshire for the school
year 1975-76.
8. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5, 000. 00) to be added to the
previously established Capital Reserve Fund for building purposes,
or to take any other action relative thereto.
9. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.














































Tuition Pupils 1974-7 5










SALARIES OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 24
1975-1976
Superintendent Assistant Superintendent
A. State Share $ 2,500.00 $ 2,400.00
B. Share paid by Districts:
Henniker 3,037.63 2,664.29








Cash on Hand July 1, 1973 $ 2,485.27
Received from Selectmen--Current Appropriation 62, 165.42
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation 6,099.58
Revenue from State Sources 560. 01
Revenue from Federal Sources 131.91
Received from Tuitions 387. 89
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $71, 830. 08
Less School Board Orders Paid 59,647. 96





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Stoddard of which the above is a true summary
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and find them correct in
all respects.
SCHOOL BOARDS CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is complete and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accor-
dance with Section 24 of Chapter 7 1 of the Revised Statutes














































Distribution of $153,933. 00 To Be Raised By Districts
General Spec. Ed. Total
Budget Budget Budget










Supervisory Union #24 General Budget $93,933,00








































700 Maintenance of Plant
800 Fixed Charges
8 50. Employee Retirement I
F.I.C.A.
855. Insurance
900 School Lunch & Spec. Milk Program
200 Capital Outlay
1267. Equipment
177 Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State
1477. 1. Tuition
1477. 3. Supervisory Union Exps.









Revenue from State Sources:
Sweepstakes $ 530.75 $ 539. '42
Total School Revenues and Credits $ 530.75 $ 539.42
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 78,659.25 79,344. 58
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $79,190.00 $79,884.00
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
The burden of funding education weighs heavily upon local
districts while concurrently the task of providing satisfactory
educational programs with suitable alternatives is likewise the
responsibility of the district. After a decade of participation from,
the State and Federal governments we have failed to see the
emergence of proposed funding but we have seen categorical
fionding to remove inequities and strong advocacy for accountability.
Timeliness in education is important in preparing our
children for the competition of todays world but the importance of
individual skill development has never decreased in importance.
Although approaches to. the teaching - learning process have varied
to a far more personal approach, the emphasis is on basics in a
functional setting with a sense of belonging and involvement.
As a rural district we invite and have the involvement of
the community in many facets of our public schools. The credibi-
lity gap has lessened and confidence in the public school system
has increased in most public sectors. Although we still have a few
failures, percentages have greatly reduced with diagnostic develop-
ment, reraedial and developmental assistance, and motivation
based on achieved competence, career awareness, and viable
educational alternatives.
Fortunately, the public school program is destined to change
to meet fulfillnaent of the demands of society in educational, busi-
ness, and conversely depression factors have attacked our daily
routines at work and at home and similarly they have attacked our
institutional services. Your indulgence is necessary through these
trying times to provide the necessary instruction vehicle so that
an undiminished educational program may continue for our children.
The professional staff and school boards have worked
diligently to provide a maintenance budgetary appropriation with
change only where mandated for subsistance. We respect your
affirmation of excellence in education and support for continuance






RESIDENT VALUATION-- REAL & PERSONAL, 1974
Description and Value of




















Bernier, Gerard & Suzanne




Blaisdell, Raymond Sr. &
Louise T.
Blaisdell, Louise T.








Bugbee, Leon R. &
Mastrianni, Dominic









H. L. Shore Land
















100' H.L. & Cot.
Lot 5 Dev. J. fe
Camp I, P.




150' Land E. of
Rte. 123
92' I. P. Lot 3
Veteran










Name Description and Value of






Name Description and Value of
Real and Personal Estate
]
Name Description and Value of

























Holmes, Lavifrence M. Sr.
& E. Carolyn
Hopkins, Clyde H. &
Madeline S.
Hopkins, Madeline S.
Horsfall, Benjamin & Ethel
Horton, Robert & Syble
Horton, Syble
Jacobs, Rolfe & Elizabeth
Jefts, Gordon








Keronen, Raynold O. &:
Geraldine
Keronen, Geraldine
Ketonen, Wesley A. &
Miriam
Ketonen, Miriam
Knicely, Gerald & Barbara
Knicely, Barbara A.
Kravarik, George R. &
Dorothy R.
Kravarik, Dorothy R.
LaFargue, Ed'ward J. &
Florence W,
LaFargue, Florence W.




Shedd Ld. W. of Rd. 150
Veteran
125' G.L. & Home 37650
Collins,Cot. & Ld. 7800










Ld. near Mill Village 600








Lot 12 k Cot. G.L. 15300
Shedd Ld. & Cot. 9000
Veteran
Lot 10 & Cot. 10800
H. &j W.
Veteran
450' Bull Ld. I. P. 9000
Anderson Ld. & Bldgs. 35300
Lightbody Place 9500














Description and Value of











Lightbody, John & Phyllis
Lightbody, Phyllis C.








Martin, Everett & Bernice
Martin, Bernice C.
Marty, Charlotte B,




Matthews, William B. 3rd
& Dawn F.
Mears, Fred H. B. & Lora
Menter, Don. J. & Pauline
Menter, Pauline














Stevens Land W. Side 399
Shedd Hill Road
Home Place 26000
Home Place & Barn 17940
Lots 1-2-4-5-7-9-10 14000
Lots 3-7-8-9-Sec.2 8000
Lt. 6 & Chalet Sec. 1 9100
200' H. L. 7200
Lot 5 & Chalet Sec. 2 11000




Lots 1-2 Home PI. 15300
50' G.L.
Lots 4-5-6 Dev. B. 20400
I. P. & Cottage
100' Lot 16 Home PI. 17600
& Carr Ld. H. L.
Nellie Stewart House, 26000
Land & Wood Shed
Veteran
Cot. & Ld. l.P. 6600
Ring Home Place 23000
Veteran
1-1/2 13100 $ 178.16
1







Name Description and Value of

















Stone, George W. & Ethel
Swenson, Thure


















Wallace, Leo J. & J. M.
Home Place, Garage 12800
k Shed




Home Place (Menter) 11600
Lots 5-6-7A Dev, 7720
I 42' I. P. &
Home Place
Widow of Veteran
100' Carr Land & 10800
House, Garage &
Lot 14 H. L.
Lot 14A Carr Land 2800
& Garage
Land at "Midway" 2000
95' H.L. k Cot. 11220
Camp &; Reed Ld.
Description and Value of


















Wesson, Earle F. &
Irene M.
Wesson, Irene M.









Griffin Ld. & Camp 6600
Home Place 18320
Morse Place 28580
100' H.L. Fay 11580
Lewis Cottage
Veteran












Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Badorek, Janet H.
Baker, Donald & Catherine
Baker, Gordon E. &
Hazel I.
Baker, Lt. Col. George k
Elma E.
Bakum, Joseph E. Jr. &;
Mary H.
Ballou, Donald & Gary
Bancroft, Raymond &
Geneva
Bangs, Paul & Beverly
Barbour, Dr. James H.
Barrett, George




Bartlett, Lt.Col. Eben B. Jr.





Lots 26-27 & Camp
SI Jen.
Lot 9 HLA
Lot 3 & Cot. Dev.
I I. P.






72' E. Side H.L.
Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Belowski, Adam J. &
Beverly
Bennett, Floyd H. Sr. & Jr.
Bender, Alice h Wood,
Daniel A.
Benedict, Roberta M.
Berdinka, Martin V. &
Hedwig
Berger, Dr. Stanley &
Lila
Bergeron, Leo J. &
Lillian
Bergeron, Leon J. & Mary
Bernier, Donald
Bernier, Robert
Berube, Adelard &; Jeanne
Bethel, John E.




Biondino, Ralph P. &
June M.
Birgers, Karlis & Irma
Bissell, James H.
Bissett, John W. & Barbara
Bixby, Robert C.
Blanchard, Earle P. &
Annette
Blanchette, Velma
Block, Stanley A. &
Claire W.
Blodgett, Arthur M. &
Helen
Blomberg, Raoul Bruce
Blood, S. David & Leita V.
Bodell, Dr. Benson & Ruth
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae
Boticello, Michael
Lot 57 Whitney Land 2000
H.L.
Lot 53 PIS & Camp 2580
HLS
Trailer 2400
Lot 250 Sheet 14 2000
HLD
Hadley h Woolsey Lot 450
Lot 4 & Camp C. P. 3600
Lots 5A-7 Dev. I 7550
I. P. & 21' I. P. &
Cottage
113' Lot 32 SI & 11400
Camp H.L. Jennison
100' H.L. & Cottage 8400
400' C. P. & Cottage 23400
Murdough Ld. & Camip 6000
I. P.
1/3 O'Neil Land & 6570
Camp
Anderson Ld. D. B. 2160
Ld. & Cot. D.B. 4800
400' Lot 4 Dev. E. 8100
I. P.
263-1/2' Lot 3 Dev. 6300
E. I. P.
Lot 14 100' H.L. 8400
& Cottage
Lot 44 Whitney Ld. 1800
King Streeti
Whippie Ld. & Camp 2600
Lot & Cot. H.L. 4800
Lots 18-19 S3 1800
H.L. Jen.
Lots 11-12 PIS & 9000
Cot. HLS
Lots 118-119 P6S 3600
HLS
2 Lots Priest Ld. 1800
E. of G.L. Road
Lot 230 Sheet 8 HLD 2000
Lot 50 Pis HLS 1800
160' H.L. & Camps 21360
(Kerber)
Lot 3 B5 U2 NHLS 600
Lots 47-48 S3 H.L, 1800
Jen.
132' H.L. & Cottage 8950
Dawes Land
Damon Land H. L. 2700
Lots 7-7A Dev. A I. P. 2280
260' H.L. & Cot, 27360
Merriwoode Land
Lot 24 LSU H.L. 1800
100' Lot 23 LSU H.L. 3600
Winona Cot. & Land HL 9000
2-1/2 2000 $ 27.20
4980 67.73





Boudreau, Leo J. &
Arline
Boudrieau, Peter A. &
Hazel
Bouley, Leo A. & Violette
Bowlby, Charles L. &
Mildred
Boyes, E. J. k M. E.
Boynton, Roy E. Jr. &
Marjorie H.
Boynton, Roy E. Sr. &
Anna I.
Bragg, Lester & Elizabeth
A.
Breault, Raymond & Helen
Brindisi, Joseph L. &:
Shirley
Britt, Mrs, Harry
Brown, Fred M. Heirs
Brown, B. Hilda
Brownrigg, Albert E. &
Irene
Bryfonski, William L. &;
Mary E.
Buchan, T. Edward &
Kurpenski, L. Ann
Bureau, Napoleon
Burgess, Arthur E. &
Irene




Burkhart, William E. &
Margaret
Burkhart, William A. &
Marie
Burrows, John P. &
Callahan, Richard P.
Burt, Allen C. & Ruth B.
Burt, Charles R. & Agnes
M.




Cahill, Dr. George F. Jr.
Lot 5 LSU H.L. 3600
Lot 21 & Bldg. 2300
Whitney Land
Trailer 1500
Lot 10 Bl U3 600
NHLS
Lot 101 Sheet 5 HLD 2000
Lots 5-6 & Cottage 14400
H.L. Carr Land
50' G.L. & Cottage 9900
65' Damon Land & 8700
Cottage H. L.
Lot 196 & 1/2 Lot 8700
197 HLS & Camp
Lot 4B & Camp Carr 2800
Land P.C. H.L.
Lot 337 52 B5 Jen H.L. 2000
Lot 7 Dev. B & 14400
Camp I. P.
Lot 46 Whitney Land 1800
8' Wilson Land G.L. 720
110' H.L. E. Side 10500
Lot 3 & Camp
Lot 4 Covewood 3600
G.L.




Lot 56 Whitney near 1800
H.L.
Lot 11 B7 U2 600
NHLS
125' H.L. & Cottage 11700
Lot 282 Sheet 13 2000
HLD
Lot 130 P2S HLS 1800
Lot 5 PIS & Cottage 7800
HLS
1 Boat 200
100' Lot 4 Dev. I. 3600
I. P.
Lot & Camp Carr Ld. 8300
Home 12800
Lot 1 & Bldg. 4000
Ferguson Land
Lots 44-45 PIS & 9000
Camp HLS
Lots 209-210 P2S 9000
Rev. & Camp HLS
Lot 1 Bl U3 NHLS 600
Upton & McClure Ld. 19170
& Cottages
Reed Land 3300
Moore Robb Mowing 1200




Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Cahill, Willard & Frances
Callahan, Richard P. &
Carlisle, Dale
Callahan, Richard P.
Calo, Joseph M. & Diane
Cameron, Richard C.




Campbell, Finley & Beatrice
Campbell, Earl D.
Cangialasi, Settino & Mary-
Carey, Austin C. & Carmen
P.
Carlone, Richard J,




Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Chang Leei & Suh Ying Lee
Chapin, R. Daniel & Diane
Chapman, C. B. & M. B.
Charette, G.O. k CM. &
Rogers, E. & J.
Chase, Mildred B.
Chase, Edwin & Rhea F.
Chase, William R.
Chaves, Donald h Richard
&: Costa, Herman
Chessman, Michael & Mary
Chick, L.A. & E.S.
Chrisite, Barbara A.
Chulak, Joseph & Anna
Cicho'wski, Henry T.
Jennie D.
Clark, James V. k
Dorothy
Claus, Karl N.
Clemmence, Robert T. &
Josephine M.
Clenney, Lovard &: Evelyn
Clifford, Timothy M.
Clifford, Mary T.
Cohen, Herbert & Phyllis
B.









Cook, John W. & Vera M.
Cooke, Muriel K.
100' H.L. Lot 6Carr L.
House Plan
Lot 6 3 Sheet 10 HLD
Lots 79-79A P2S
HLS & Bath House
Lot 3 P3S & Camp
HLS
Land k Cottage I. P.
Part of Island I. P.
Lot 218 Sheet 11 HLD
Lot 54A Whitney Land
Lot 62 Sheet 10 HLD
75' I. P. k Bull Cot.
Camp & Griffiths Ld.
Lot 7 Carr Ld. P.C.
100' Lot 4 k Camp H.L.
Scott k Stevens Land




100' H.L. Lot 11 Carr
L.
Lots lOA-lOB-lOC H.L
Lot 10 & Cot. H.L.
100' H.L. Lot 47 SI
JLN




Lot 5 Bl U3 & Camp
NHLS
Lot 12 B7 U3 NHLS
Lot 12 B7 U3 NHLS
100' H.L. Lot 8 &
Cottage Freedman Dev
Lot 13 B6 Ul NHLS




Lots 502-503 P7S HLS
Lot 60 PIS HLS
Lots 76-77 P2S HLS
153' H.L. Lot 41 SI
Cottage Lot H.L.
Cottage on Wilson Ld.
Rice Ld. k Cot. H.L.
110' H.L. k Cottage
Lot 213 Sheet 15 HLD
Fletcher Hill Lot
Taylor Land
Taylor & Green Land
Bull Ld. k Camp I. P.
































Name Description and Value Acres




Davis, John R. & Elinor
H.




Delano, Norman & Hazel
Delude, Ernest &: Delia
Demirgian, Varoujian
Densmore, Charles R. &
Nora M.
DePierrefen, Alain Y.
Deprizito, Frank E. &
Veronica
DerManouelim, Aram
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Jr.
& Barbara
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Sr.
& Helen







Dines, Joseph k Sylvia
Doe, Claude
Doe, Melvin
Donahue, Dennis M. &
Jeanne K.
Dora, Alfred A. & Doris
A.
Doring, Robert C. & Ann M.
Doring, Bruce B. &
Marguerite
Dorsey, Patricia
Dougal, E. A. & S. W.
Driscoll, Timothy F, &
Irene
Dronin, Robert J.
Dubeau, Harold C. &
Roberta
Dubois, Eugene & Jean A.
Duffy, Leo H. & Thomas C.
Dugan, Norbert L. & Doris
Duplessie, Harriet &:
Clarence
Durand, Edward D. &
Doris A.
Dussault, Marion J. &c
Arthur A.
Fades, Dr. George R.
Lot 3 & Cottage 9600
Covewood G.L.
Lot 4 S2 Lightbody Dev. 2000
Bide-A-Wee Cot. I.P. 6600
Dodge Land 300
9600 $ 130. 56
Lot 6 & Cot. G.L. 11400
Wellman Ld. & Camp 2400
Lot 108 P3S HLS 2000
Lot 81 PI 2S HLS 1200
Part of Wilson Land




Eagan, Joseph T. &
Margaret M.
Early, Gertrude Et als.
Edson, Mark Andrew
Edson, Philip L. & Louise
M.
Edwards & Shippe
Edwards, George & Ellen
Einingis, Stanley
Elliot, John
Elliott, Robert C. &
Laurens, Samuel L.
Emmes, Gerald R. & Ina L.
Erkson, Stanley A. & Lois
A.
Erler, Joel F. & Noreen E.
Estes, Richard
Evans, Louis W,
Ewing, James D. & Ruth D.
Fairfield, Alfred A. &
Louise
Farmer, Vernon V. &
Dolores A,
Farrell, George &; Ena
Faulkner, H. Kimball
Faulkner, Francis F.
Feldon, Kenneth W. &
Faulkner, Dr. James M.
Ferner, David R. & Betty
Fernendez, Fernando &
Josephine
Ballou Camp N. of
Name
Name Description and Value




Glebus, Joseph J. &
Mary L.
Goldberg, William M.
Goodspeed, Lynmore S. &
Rose
Goodale, Robert C. & Sally
A.
Goodwin, Clifton E. & Doris
Goss, J. J. & M. H.
Goulet, Leopold & Pauline




Graves, Donald & Janet
L.
Green, Colman S. &
Florence A.
Green, Donald C. & Jean
R.
Green, D. S. & S.J. Heirs
Gregory, George &
Elizabeth
Gribble, Lawrence V. &
Norita







Grimes, Lloyd & Beatrice
Grube, Mary E. Estate





50' G.L. & Cot. & 15900
Back Lot
300' C.P. & Cottage 19800
Lot 6 B5 U2 NHLS 600
115' I. P. Lot 6 Dev. 10140
C. & Cottage
100' H.L. &i Cottage 10200
Cottage & Reed Ld. 7800
I. P.
15' Island Pond 540
Lot 1 & Camp LSU H.L. 8600
Lot 1 Dev. K. & 8550
Camp 125' I. P.
Lots 13-14 & Camp 6000
I. P. Murdough Dev.
Lots 4-5 B4 U2 NHLS 1200
Island Granite Lake 9000
1/3 O'Neil Ld. & Camp 4200
Lot 54 & Camp PIS 6000
HLS
Lot 234 P6S Rev. 1800
HLS
150' H.L. Lots 9-10 15000
LSU k Camp
Damon Pasture 1200
Coffin Land 7 50
Rice Land & Cottage 6600
Lot 8 Sheet 4 HLD 2000
Lot 202 P4S & Camp 7200
HLS
Lot 39 & Camp Whitney 5000
Land
Woodlot S. B.C. Land 1800
Lot 1 Sheet 2 HLD 2000
Corey Land 1800
Lot 6 & Bldg. LSU HL 16800
Lot 22 Richardson 3600
Land H.L.
Lot 10 Murdough Dev. 1800
Lot 36 & Trailer 5400
Whitney Land
10' Lot on G.L. 900
Lot Stoddard-Nelson 3000
Line
150' Granite Lake 13500
Lot 29 Whitney Land 1800
near I. P.
160' H.L. Lot 10 & 12360
Camp
Lots 192-193 & Camp 10800
P4S Rev. HLS &
Back Lot
Lots 30-31 PIS & 5400
Camp HLS






















Hahn, Robert K. i
Margaret C.
Hale, Johathan
Hale, Robert P. k
Lorraine D.
Hall, Rev. Frank & Anita
Hall, Frank




Hansen, John E. & Helen





Harris, David & Merle
Harris, Marshall D.
Harris, Franklin D. &
Mildred M.
Harris, John &: Margaret
Hastings, Charlotte
Hatch, James M. & Matie
Hathorn, Helen A.
Haven, R. Rand
Hawes, Forrest & Dorothy










95' I. P. Lots 8-8A
Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Hilchey, Joseph H. &
Georgiana
Hildreth, Lewis & Alice
Hildreth, William L.
Hills, Walter C. Estate
Hilton, Kenneth & O'Hara,
E.
Hinz, Kathleen S.
Hoagland, John L. & Gail





Hopkins, C.W. & M.E.
Hopkins, Franklin H.
Hopkins, Fred W.
Hoskins, Harold H. &
Marion M.
Houghton, Jerome & S.A.
Howard, Lauren R. &
Pauline R.
Howell, William W. &
Helen J.
Howes, Philip
Hoyt, Edmund & Ruth
Hoyt, Henry
Huber, Dennis
Hutton, Richard S. & Jean
Hutton, R.S. & J.B. h
Krasinski, B. & I.
Hyde, Charles E. & Clara
Imundo, Marc R. & Joanne
Ingerson, Fred E.
Jackson, Ouilla & Patricia







Lot 231 Sheet 11 HLD
1/2 Lot 10 & Cottage
G.L. Priest Land
1/2 Lot 10 G.L.
Priest Land
Land & Cot. H.L.
Lot East of H.L.
Lots 5-6 B6 Ul NHLS
Lot 7 & Camp H.L.
H & W





Holmes Ld. & Trlr.
Corner Lot
Lot 5 Covewood G. L.
J. Reed Ld. & Cot.
Part George Reed Ld.
Lund Barrett Land
Tyler Land
Lot 14 & Cot. G.L.
Lot near G.L. (Small)
Lot 1 Dev. F. I. P.
121' I. P. Lot 5 Dev.
D & Cottage
Land & Camp D. B.
Howard Place
Land N. of Antrim Rd.
Lots 1-2 B5 Ul NHLS
Lot 9 Dev. L. & Cot.
I. P.





Lot 8 Carr Ld. P.C.
Lot 7 Carr Land &
Cottage
Lot 104 Sheet 5 HLD
Lot 15 & Cottage G.L.
Priest Land
Lots 231-232 P6S Rev.
& Camp HLS
Lot 209 Sheet 15 HLD
Lot 8 & Cottage
Covewood G.L.
Lot 9 Covewood G.L.
Carr Land & Cottage
1-1/2
2000
Description and Valut. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Jaworski, Joseph







Jernberg, Ralph I. &
Joyce C.
Jerome, Richard W. Jr.
Johnson, D.A.
Johnson, Donald R. & Joan
Johnson, Francis &
Gwendolyn
Johnson, John P. Et als.
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs




Jones, G.T, & B.T.






Katz, Bernard & Ruth
Katz, Elliott & Adrienne
Kaufman, Re-Adm. Robert
Y. & Lucille W.
Kausel, Theodore C. &
Ethel
Kavalauskas, Vitold & Emma
M.
Kavjian, Andrew & Mary
Keene Y.M.C.A.
Kent, Harriet & Charles
Kerber, Evelyn E.
Lot 88 P2S HLS








Keys, Clyde & June C.
Kiessling, Edward P. &
Elissa
Kidess, Attallah A. &
Helen B.
Kiley, Catherine H.
Kimball, Stanley & Myrna
King, William & Rosemary
Kingsbury, George T.
Kingsbury, Mary K.
Kirber, Herbert P. &:
Maria W.
Klauer, Alvin A. ^
Klebanoff, Howard M.
Sandra




Knode, Oliver M. 3rd
Knowlton, Beatrice
Koski, Edwin S. &
Millicent
Kopreski, Michael & Marion
Kristiansen, Richard &;
Lois
Krug, Albert M. & Laura
E.
Kumpu, Walter R. &
Marjorie J.
Kupson, Edward & Beverly
165' I. P. Cot. k 10740
Nichols L.






Lot & Cottage D. B.
Lots 194-195 P4S &
Camp HLS
Lot 64 & Cottage H. L.
100' H.L. & Cottage
Carr Land
Lot 6 & Trailer
Murdough Dev. I. P.
113' Lot 1 H.L, HLD
Lot 95 Sheet 8 HLD





220' H.L. & House
Land E. of Shedd
Hill Road
120' H.L. Lot 7A
& Camp Carr Estate
2 Car Garage
100' H.L. Land &
Cottage & Back Lot
100' H.L. Land &
Cottage (Dovi'abily)
Eva Lane
Lot 4 B4 Ul NHLS
Foster Land
Lots 11-12-13 Range
2 Jonathan Davis Pla
Hale Place
House Trlr. & Bldg.
Lot 316 B5 S2
Jennison H. L.
200' H.L. Lot 3 &
Camp Merriwoode La
Lots 5A-5B, 6A-6B
&: Camp H.L. Carr
Land P.C. 340' front
strip
195' Lots 33-34 SI 7200
Jen. H.L.
Lot 100 P2S & Lot 6000
55 PIS & Camp HLS
250' Lots 58-59 PIS 9000
HLS
123' I. P. Lot 2 4430
51640 $ 702.30
8000








Lajoie, Bernard J. &
Angela
Lampher, Kenneth W, &
Mary L.
Lancey, Edward A. & Mabel
L.
Lang, John M. & Rita




Laurier, Carl A. & Susana
LaValley, Celia J.
Lavoie, Mrs. Roland B.
Lawton, Harry G. &
Elizabeth
LeBlanc, Leo P. & May M.
Ledgwood Properties Inc.
Ledwith, Roswell B. &
Dorothy
Lehtinen, Edward & Mary




Lent, Dale &c Richard
Leonard, Edward B. &
Eleanor M.




Leyden, Marion F. &;
Donald F.
Lot 18 B4 Ul NHLS 600
Lot 242 Sheet 14 HLD 2000




1/2 Lot 8 & Cot. G.L. 8400
Lots 242-243 & Camp 9000
P6S HLS
Lot 2 Dev. I & 9600
Cottage I. P.
Lots 200-201 & Cot. 10200
P4S HLS
L'Heureux, Dr. Roland





Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Lowe, John L. &: Virginia
Lo'we, Margaret E.
Lunt, Jerry W. & Dorothy
Lyman, W. H.
Lyman, H. & Enola C.




MacDonald, E.J. & J.M.




Mackintosh, Donald S. &
Donna
McCorry, Joseph k Elsa
McNeish, Cleo J. &
Marion E.
McOueston, Frank & Marion
E.
Madden, John F. &
Evelyn P.
Madore, Norman W. &
Alice D.
Magnani, George R. &
Paula
Mahoney, Mr s. John
Maillet, Charles J. &
Marilyn
Mammome, Vincent Et als.
Mareshlien, Zohrab B.
Marcinuk, Adam &: Rose
Margonis, Michael & Marie
Marmorek, Eric
Marshall, Helen A.
Martin, Joseph Jr. &
Janet F.






Matilla, M.A. & E. T.





Lots 93-94 Sheet 8 HLD
Lot 259A Sheet 7 HLD
112' I. P. & Cottage
Lot 48 PIS & Camp
HLS
Lot 4 B2 Ul NHLS
250' H.L. Cot. & Lot
43' H.L. Anderson
Land House & Garage
Lot 38 Sheet 3 HLD
4000
Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Mears, Fred H. B. Jr. &
Violet




Mellish, Eugene & Nancy
Mercer, Jack B. & Olive
Merriwoode Village Inc.
Meyer, Michael F. & Mary
M.
Miles, Morey C. &
Geraldine M.
Miller, Anne
Miller, Jesse & Claire
Miller, Leroy M.
Miller, William J. &
Joyce J.
Miller, William & Dora
Miney, Frank & Anita
Miner, Norma J.
Minkionen, Mrs. Sonia J.
Montinerei, Emanuel
Montineri, Paul & Sonia L.
Moore, James C.
Morton, Robert W. &
Marion
Morton, Melvin
Mountford, Robert W. Heirs
Mouret, Eulis & Stella
Murdock, E. Inc.
Murdough, E.F. & R.A.
Murdough, Nancy
Murphy &: Klatsky
Myles, Jack C. &
Margaret J.




Nault, Leo Et als.
Neill, Howard O.
Neilson, John
Newell, Ralph W. h
Storey Ld. & Camp
Whitney Ld. & Camp
King Street
Lots 15-16 Dev. L &
Camp I. P.
160' G.L. h Cottage
Carr Island & Cot.
Trailer
10' H.L. at Marina
1800' Frontage H.L.
Merriwoode Ld. & C
50' Carr Land H.L.
100' Lot 9 H.L. a^
Camp Freedman Dev
131' Lot 3 Dev. D
I. P.
Bailey Land
Ld. & Cot. I. P.
Percy Miller Ld. I. P.
Lots 80-82 P2S HLS
Lots 246-247 Sheet
14 HLD
Whitney Ld. & Camp
125' Anderson Ld.
H.L. & Garage
Priest Ld. on Brook
near G.L.
Whitney Ld. & Camp
Lot B7 Russell Plan
H.L. JLN
Lot B8 Russell Plan
H.L. JLN
Lot 78A P2S HLS
Lots 27-28 PIS k
Cottage HLS
Land on Whitney Rd.
Todd Place
Lot h Camp Shedd Ld.
Part Lots 1-2 Range 1





Land & Camp G. L.
Lots 10-11 B3 S2
JLN H.L.
Lot 21 LSU H.L.
Carr Ld. &: Camp
P.C. H.L.
Lot 2 120' H.L. k
Cottage
Whitney Ld. & Camp
Lot 275 Sheet 13 HLD
Lot 21 Murdough
Dev. I. P.
100' H.L. & Camp
6900
Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Margaret M.
Nichols, Cecil L. & Uldene
Nichols, Mildred J.
Nichols, Col. Herbert B.
& Jessie M.
Nichols, Joseph T. &
Claudette
Noble & Greenough School
Norcross, Frank A. Sr.
Normand, Maurice J.
Norton, Melvin
O'Brien, Maurice E. Jr.
Oja, Waino
O'Keefe, Leonard J. &;
Betty A.











Ormond, Jeremiah J. &
Bridget
Osborne, John F. &
Kathleen C.
Oscarson, Bertil C. fa:
Harriet
Osgood, Emily E.
O' Sullivan, Joseph W. &
Teresa A.





Palin, Wilfred J. h
Betty M.
Panella, Francis J. &
Alice A.
Pantina, Rosario
Parda, Joseph A. k Wm.
Lots 11-13 B4 Ul NHLS
200' H.L. Lots 1-2
Freedman Dev.
258' H.L. & Cot.
Back Land








Priest Ld, on Brook
Lots 92-93 PIS HLS
Back Lot Richardson Id,
Lot 11 B7 U3 NHLS
Lots'96-97 P2S h
Camp HLS




Lots 275 thru 278
P6S HLS
Reed Land & Cottage
I. P.
150' I. P.
Lot 10 PIS HLS
Lot lOD Carr Land
H.L.
Lot 314 S2 B5
JLN H.L.
Lot 112 Sheet 6 HLD




Lot 3 Dev. M I. P.
Price
Osgood Place
100' H.L. Lot 3
Freedman Dev.
138' I.O. Lot 6 Dev
D. & Camp Price
Lots 275-276 Sheet
14 HLD
Whitney Ld. King St.
120' Dead Brook
Lot 26 PIS &
Camp HLS
Part of Wilson Ld,
& Trailer
Lot 2 & Bldgs, &
Right of Way
Lot 15 B7 U2 NHLS
1200




Patnode, J. A. & D.A.
Paton, H.R. & M.J.F.
Paton, Harold F.
Paulson, Donna R.
Pearson, Harry &: M,
Peffers, Wm. & Laurette
Pendlebury, Beatrice
Perham, Andrew J.
Perreault, A.W. & J.E.
Perron, Robert F. iz
Suzanne
Perry, Walter D. &
Elizabeth
Perry, E. Ronald
Pessin, Joseph &: Rose





Phalon, Robert W. &
Phyllis
Phillips, Clayton B. &
Cynthia D. Et als.









Pike, Richard S. &
Jacqueline
Pineo, Leon O. Jr. &
Priscilla S.
Pinet, Raymond
Plaut, N.M. & M.H.
Pollock, Robert A.
Pollock, Robert A. &t Jean
M.
Lot 801 P14 HLS 1800
Lot 16 &c Camp 10200
Murdough Dev. I. P.
70' G.L. Cot & Lot 15300
1 Boat 200
Cot. & Lot near I. P. 8000
Lot 12 Dev. I. I. P. 1800
Lot 15 Sec. 3 & 9800
Camp H.L. Jennison
Lot 9 & Camp Carr 12800
Land H.L.
Lot 218 P6S & Trlr. 7800
HLS
186' H.L, Lt. 3 & 24100
Camp SI
Anderson Land k 4200
Camp D. B.
Lot 63 PIS & Cot. HLS 9000
Lot 43 PIS & Camp 7200
HLS
Lot 85 Sheet 3 & 11600
Camp HLD
Lot 87 Sheet 5 HLD
1/2 Dodge Ld. & Camp
Lot 2 B3 U2 NHLS
Whipple Land & House
Lot 5 k Camp H.L. 12960
Freedman Dev.
Whipple Land 330
Lot 3 & part Lot 11 & 10200
Cot. , P.C. H.L.
100' H.L. Lot 4 & 10800
Camp Freedman Dev.
Lot 3 Dev. 1 k Camp 10800
I. P.
Lot 6 Dev. L. k 10800
Cot. I. P.
Lot 203 P4S k Cot. 7200
Rev. HLS
F.J. Reed Ld. k Camp 6330
Griffiths Land 300
Lot 101 P2S k Camp 4800
HLS
1/4 Camp k Ld. I. P. 1400
1/4 Camp k Ld. I. P. 1400
Cot. Lot Holmes Ld. 1800
Lots 54-55 Sec. 3 3600
H.L. Jen.
Lot 13 Dev. I. I. P. 1200
Lot 22 & Camp 6500
Murdough Dev. I. P.
175' G.L. & Bldgs. 27750
Lot 239 P6S HLS 1800
Lots 237-238 P6S k 9000
Camp HLS
Lot 285 P14 HLS 1800
Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Poloczanski, A. S. &c Anna
M.





Pratt, Dr. H. A. & D.E.
Pray, Elsie E. & R.
Chester
Prentiss, Clark R.
Price, Trevor & Barbara
L.
Priest, D.E. & K.A.
Prime, Albert E.
Prior, John J. & Mary A.
Proctor, William R.
Prunier, Paul h Stearns,
Mazel
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Purdy, Florence A.
Purdy, Robert J, &
Florence
Quereux, Alfred E.
Quist, Oliver P. &
Muriel M.
Rafter, Rosemary
Randies, Wesley C. &
Blanche




Reed, George E. Heirs
Reed, Raymond E.
Reed, Wilmer C. Heirs
Redman, C, Dana &
Carolyn G.
Reekstin, William F. ,
Gertrude R. & Marlene
Reilly, Donald W. h
Lucille
Reilly, James K.
Reinap, Harry St Doris A.
A.
53' Lots 3-4 k Camp 6000
W, Side H.L. Stone Dev.
Lots 227 thru 230 P6S 12000
Rev. & Camp HLS
185' H.L. & Cottage 12000
Lot & Camp P.C. H.L. 2400
Rule Cottage H.L. 3600
Ld, & Cot. G.L. 12000
Whitney Land & 7800
Camp
Lot 804 P14 HLS 1800
395' Lots 1-2 Dev. A, 14100
I. P.
Lots 6-6A Dev. A. 2280
I. P. Price
Cot. & Ld. H.L. & 12000
2 Cabins
Tuttle Land 300
Lot 2 Bl Ul NHLS 600
Lots 2-3-4 & Camps 11400
PIS HLS




Lot 16 PIS HLS 1800
Lots 15-66-71 & 10350
Camp PIS HLS
Lots 9-10 Dev. A. & 16200
Cottage I. P. Price
Lots 13-14 Dev. A, 3600
I. P.
Lots 6-7 Dev. M. & 18000
Camp I. P.
85' G.L. & Cottage 37650
Lot 14 & Cottage 15000
Carr Land LSU H.L.
100' H.L. Cottage & 10600
Tool Shed Anderson Ld.
Ld. Nelson-Stoddard 300
Line
Part Colby Pasture, 3800
Camp & Other Ld.
Reed Land Rte. 9 2240
Woodland 450
Hope Ld. & Trlr. 5450
Home Place 12000
H.W. Reed Land 4800
R.J. Brown Land 900
Lots 2A-2B & Camp 9600
Sec. 3 Jennison H.L.
50' G.L. & House 12900
3000Lot 15 B4 U3 &
Camp NHLS
Cottage Lot near G.L. 1800
Lots 13-14 Bl U3 NHLS 1200
1-1/2
6000 ^
Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Reiniger, George W. &
Mary
Remillard, Francis P. &
Heather A.
Renzi, Julio- R. & Jeanne C.




Riggott, Clifford W. &
Ethel M.
Ringland, Vera
Rioux, Wm. J. & Grace
Ripley, F. Fuller k
Elizabeth
Ritchie, Kenneth & Barbara
Rivers, Paul Heirs
Roach, J.E. & E.G.
Robbins, Hamlin M. &
Doris H.
Roberts, Emma M.
Roberts, Peter & Mary C.
Robertson Maj, Peter &:
Lois
Robidoux, Gerald A. &
Arlene F.
Robillard, Emilien & Doris
Robinson, Leo F. &
Gladys M.
Roentsch, Elnner M. &
Mary C.
Roentsch, E. George &
Myrtis R.
Rogers, A, Vivian
Rogers, Raymond A, &
Leona
Rohloff, Arthur & Inez
Ronan, John & Arlene
Rose, Wm. T. & Patricia
Rosen, Wm. & Caplan,
Milton




Lots 19-20 Sec. 2
Name Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Rowell, C.A. & E.R.
Roy, Alice A. LaClair
Roy, Roger G.
Rowan, Melvyn & Arlene
Royea, Theodore E. h
Mary B.
Rumrill, Robert Rodney
Russ, Alfred M. &
Frances M.




Saitas, Alexander J, &
Anne M.
Sanders, Maynard R. &;
Helen W.
Santonoceto, Philip F,
Sargent, George R. &
Mildred
Sargent, Wesley A. &
Veronica
Sa-wyer, G.S. &: Spoor,
Lucinda
Schellens, Edward J. &
Theresa
Scherer, Walter S. &:
Marjorie
Schillemat, Edward R. Jr.
& Harriet A.
Schmidt, Albert P.
Schmidt, A. P. & Mowry,
D.R.
Schwartz, Sol h Gertrude
Seaman, Robert & Kathryn
Selines, Felix E. &
Natalie B.
Semsel, Mary E.
Setzer, Wilfred A, h Carol
Severance, Alfred &
Edwards, Orville A.
Shank, Curtis C. &
Theresa
Shattuck, Gilman C. &
Sieglind
Shea, Fannie
32' G.L. & Cottage
Lot on Reed Land
near I. P.
Pratt Cottage & Land
I. P.
273' Lot 1 Dev. B
I. P. Price
Lot 9 B7 Ul NHLS




Lots 19-20 LSU E.
of Whitney Road
90' H.L. Lot 14A Ld.
& Building
Lot 13A Carr Land &
Camp H. L.
Lot Bl Russell Plan
Jen. &; Lots 49-51 &
Cot. Sec. 3 H, L.
Lot 9A k Camp H.L.
Cottage &; Land H.L.
Williston
Lots 7-8-9 PIS &
Camp HLS
Camp & Lot I. P.
Rte. 123
100' H.L. & Cot.
Whitney Land
200' G.L. & Cottage
Lot 17 Beaver Lake Dr,
Jen.
Lot 6 Sec. 3 & Cot.
H.L.
Lot 84 Sheet 5 HLD
Lots 75-76 P2S HLS
Lot 41 PIS & Camp
HLS
Lots 17-18-114-115
PIS HLS not on water
Lot 115A Sheet 6 HLD
Bull Ld. Cot. &
Island I. P.
Lot 42 Sheet 5 SDC
100' H.L. &j Camp
Land & Cottage D.B.
Lot 14 B4 U3 NHLS
Public Service Land &
House with cellar
Nellie Stewart Ld.













Description and Value Acres Total
Value
Sheltry, Philip & Pauline
Shepard, G.W. & Effie G.
Shurtleff, David F.
Siegal, Jeff & Eileen
Silk, Emma & John W, Jr.
Silveria, Herbert & Elsie
Sima Drilling Co.
Simpson, Jane R.
Simmons, Robert B. &
Mary E,
Singer, Robert E.
Sirois, John & Lucia
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Sisk, Michael D. &
Virginia
Slavik, Frank &c Evelyn
Small, Abraham & Alice
Small, James G. & Patricia





Smock, Robert & Dorothy
Snyder, J.I. &; Gladys
Sousa, Alfred J. & Marion
Spadaro, Anthony &
Annette
Spakowski, George h Jane
Spallone, John W. &
Celeste G.
Spagnuola, P. & A.
Spencer, Raymond M. Jr.





Staats, Albert J. &c Lina
St, Amand, Camille E. &:
Celia








Steele, Leon & Carol J.
Stevens, Dennis P. &
Judith
Stevens, La-wrence E.
Stilling s, William C. &
Rita
Stockman, Harold H. &
Margery
Stoddard Bldg. Supply Corp.
Stoddard Development
Corp.
Lot 1 Dev. L. &
Cottage I. P.
Lot 1 31 U2 NHLS
Lot B4 Russell Plan
Jen. H.L.
Holmes Land &; Camp
I. P.
Lot 217 P6S HLS










Stone, Frederick G. &:
Maude
Strong, Allie B.
Stuelke, James B. &
Frances L.
Sullivan, Harold & Antonio
Sullivan, Kevin &: Emily
Swart, Hank & Thaily
Swanson, Carl G.
Syrjala, Arthur K. h Ruth
Szcurko, Daniel &
Marguerite
Szumaski, Joseph T. &t Fay
Stoye, Joseph & Patricia
Taylor, Donald W.
Terrill, Whitman H. Jr.
& Eva
Theros, Arthur G. & Bessie
G.
Tiffany, Benjamin G. &t
Elizabeth F.
Tillman, Edward S. Jr.
& Beverly
Tilton, Howard G. &
Beatrice
Lot 21 &: Camp 61'
G.L. Covewood
Shedd Land E. of Rd.
109 Lots Approved











Lot 2 Dev. A. &
Cottage I. P.
Lots 213-214 P4S &
Camp HLS
Lot 40 PIS & Camp HLS 6600
180' Lots 5-6 & Camp 19600
H.L. Harper & Whitney
129' I. P. Lot 23 & 2000
Bldg. Murdough Dev.

















Ld. & Cot Eva Lane
















A. & Claire M.
Tuepher, Mitchell &
Barbara
Tufano, Orlando J. &
Dorothy
Turner, Charles B. &
Carol E.
Tuthill, John W. & Nora
Tuttle, G. T. h N.G.
Tuttle, Beatrice H.
Twing, Elmer L. &
Elizabeth
Vallerie, Leroy L.
Vallerie, Leroy L. &
Margaret
Van Home, W.H. & Gladys





Vaughn, Edgar L. &:
Kathryn M.
Verhey, Norma
Vetog, Edwin J. &
Elizabeth A.
Vitale, Joseph A. &
Frances
Anderson Land 1000
Lot 5 B2 Ul NHLS 600
Prentiss Cot. k Lot 7200
H. L.
Home Place Nichols 32200
Land
Taylor Land & Camp
Wares Place
Lot 15 Dev. J & 11400
Cot. I. P.
Lot 2 Range 6 420
Lot 3 Range 4-5-6 4800









Lot 5 Range 14 600
Lot 43 Sec. 1 Bl 3600
JLN HLD
Lot 276 Sheet 13 HLD 2000
Lot 6 PIS HLS 1800
Lot 326 Sec. 2 B5 1800
JLN H.L.
Ricci Property 20160
Land & Boat House 3000
G.L.
Whitney Land & Camp 4200
King St.
Lot 12 B4 U2 NHLS 600
Lot 13 Land & Camp 6600
JLN Kennedy Drive
Lot 20 Sheet 2 HLD . 2000
100' D.B. & Camp 7200
Lot 13B &c Camp Carr 11000
L. H.L.
Lot 14B 1800
Lot 7 B7 U2 NHLS 600
1/3
Parcel #1 Carr Ld.








Walker, Edwin M. Jr. &
Helen M.
Wallace, Ronald A.
Wallace, Ronald A. &
Virginia
Wallace, William N.
Ward, Charles E. Jr.
N. Theresa
Warren, Kathryn
Warne, Wm. E. & Barbara
Wasel, Robert & Joan
Washuta, John & Rosemary
T.
Wass, Dorothy & Dr.
Philmore
Watkins, Karl Estate




Weems, Gerald L. &
Marjorie M.
Weems, G. L. M.M. &
Mack, W.L. & Mary Lou
Wegiel, M.S. k H.W.








50' C.P. & Cottage 8400
Lot 5 h Camp I. P. 5200
Murdough Dev.
Pierce Land 750
50' Lot 16 LSU
Description and Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax









White, Timothy & Chvatal,
Joe
White, Betty
White, Quentin & Ritta
Whitney, Evans K, &
Cynthia G.
Whitney Beach Association
Whitney, Wayne & E.A.
Whitney, Donald A.
Whitney & Minkionen
Whitney, Wayne Sj Edith &
Baker, Hawk h Haven
Whitney, H.E. Jr. & M.A.
Whittemore, Ralph L.
Whittle, Harold & M.A.
Whittle, Thomas
Wichland, Wm. J. Jr. k
Edna
Wierenga, Bruce I.
Wilder, Alden E. &
Elizabeth
Wilder, Clinton J. & M.G.
Wilder, Donald W.
Williams, Thurston V.
Williams, David T. &
Sandra L.
Williams, Jean L.
Wilson, Henry C. Jr.
Wilson, Henry Rodney
Wilson, James D. &




79' G.L. &t Cottage
150' Lot 2 Dev. E &
Camp I. P.
Lot 86 Sec. 3 JLN
H.L.
Lot 153 Sec. 3 Bll
JLN H.L.
145' H.L. Lots 1-6
Mason Place
Graves Land
Lot 34 Sheet 2 HLD
45' Highland Lake
Sargent Land & Camp
250' H.L.
Davis Land
600' Lot 504 P7S k
Camps HLS
Lot 5 3 Whitney L.
Wells Lot
20' H.L. "Little
Beach on the Brook"
Lot B5 U3 NHLS
Whittemore Farm
100' H.L. & Camp
Land West I. P.
Land & Cottage G.L.
Lot 15 & Camp LSU
H.L.
Lot 70 PIS & Camp
HLS
Lot 1 Dev. I & Cot.
I. P.
Lot 14 &j Cot. G. L.
Priest Land
Lot 225 P6S Rev. HLS
Lot 501 P7S HLS 1800
Lots 802-802-805 5400
P14 HLS
Land East of H.L. 30300
Treelyn Forest Land 63000
& Buildings E. & S.




Lot 24 Sheet 15 HLD 2000
Stetson Cot. & Ld. H.L. 8400













Wohlander, Roy A. &
Elaine N.
Woodbury, John H. 3rd
&: Marion T.
Woodcock, James R. &:
Corrine M.
Wood, R.L.
Wood, Donald L. & Tessie




Woolsey, William W. Heirs
Worth, John W. & Jo Ann
Wright, Helen A.
Wright, Robert & Freda C.
Wyman & Bailey
Wyman, Douglas P.
Wood, Donald E, Sr.





Young, Grover G. &;
Joyce E.
Zabel, Henry & Marion R.
Zani, John J. & Evelyn I.
Zausmer, Otto & Elizabeth
Zinn, F, & E.
Zuckerman, Bernard &
Doris
Zunser, Joseph & Gladys














Rev. HLS & Cottage
1/2 Lot 2 & Camp
G.L. Priest
Lot 13 B7 U3 NHLS




75' G.L. & Cottage
Woolsey Place 980'
C.P.
Mosher Land & Cot.
I. P.
10' I. P.
Part of Cottage G.L.
Lot 12 & Cot. G.L.
Priest Land
Lot on Priest Ld.
G.L.
White Pasture &: Camp
200' D.B. k Trlr.
Lot 2 82 A Sheet 13
HLD
Lot 51 Sheet 7 HLD
Lot 1 1 Sheet 4 HLD
Ld. k Cot. I. P.
132' I. P. Lot 12 k
Camp Dev. L
Corey Ld. & Cot.
Lot Bl Sec. 5 JLN





250' H.L. k Cottage
Lot 2 34 Sheet 10
HLD
Robb House k Lot
Orr N. Tovme Ld.
3600
18000
Description & Value Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Zuendt, Joan E. , Carol Lots 102-103 Sheet 5 4000
M. & Ted T. HLD
ADDED AFTER ASSESSMENT
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Sr. & Lots 239-240 & Hous e 14500 14500 $ 197.20
Helen
Fleming, Donald W. Lot 8 S2 Bl & 11600 11600 157.76
Cottage King Street
Desclos, Norman & Lot 44 Sheet 5 HLD 2000 2000 27.20
Jeanne
119



